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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a particular type of verb in!ection in C’Lela, a Niger-

Congo language from NW Nigeria, focussing on the future/habitual in!ection 

and comparing it with similar in!ections. Chapter 1 introduces the language 

and the range of verbal in!ection. Chapter 2 surveys the two in!ections which 

use preverbal material and argues that these use pre"xes rather than a 

separate set of pronouns. Chapter 3 explores the forms and semantic ranges of 

the t- pre"x in!ection, which occurs in two variants. Chapter 4 tentatively 

investigates possible grammaticisation sources for the t- pre"x. Residue and 

avenues for further fruitful study of related material are reviewed in chapter 5 

and chapter 6 concludes the discussion, summarising the distinctive features 

of the t- pre"x in!ections and the most probable grammaticisation source.
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ABBREVIATIONS/CONVENTIONS

{noun} placemarker for any noun of an appropriate class — in summary tables

CM noun class marker (pre"x or su$x)

COP copula

DLM discourse-level marker (general term, where a speci"c designation is not 

particularly important for an example)

EMPH emphatic particle: usually la or b!

excl exclusive

FUT future/imperfective (tense/aspect marker)

gen general / generic

incl inclusive

NEG1 negative marker – "rst

NEG2 negative marker – at end of clause

NOM nominalising class-marker

NP noun phrase

PERF perfective (aspect)

PERF2 perfective aspect 2 (used for di#erent discourse/pragmatic purposes)

pl plural

PRO pronoun

REDUP reduplicated form (imperfective, continuous aspect)

REL relative marker (marks a verb as being in a relative clause)

sg singular

VP verb phrase

We have glossed according to the Leipzig Glossing Rules, indicating personal 

pronouns using English (I, you, etc). In some examples we use highlighting to 

identify the verbal construction at the heart of the example — the most 

important part — while the rest shows the context.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

T"v d""t" b"rvu av ta kab da.
‘You will never again get it if you refuse to take this.’

— Dictionary:d!!t!1

1.1 C’Lela

The C’Lela language from northern Nigeria has around 100,000 native 

speakers. It is a member of the Niger-Congo language family:

Niger-Congo 
> Atlantic-Congo 

> Volta-Congo 
> Benue-Congo 

> Kainji 
> Western [7]

> Duka [4]

(There are 3 other languages in 

the Duka grouping; 

C’Lela is one of 26 languages 

in the 7 branches of Western)

C’Lela is otherwise known (by Hausa outsiders) as Dakarci. The main 

language area is in the centre of the map here in the north west of Nigeria, 

marked C’Lela, north of the related language Kambari. This is Kebbi State.

The other languages are — to the best of my knowledge — mostly less well 

studied than C’Lela although there is language development and translation 

work ongoing in Dukawa. Kambari has probably been better studied than 

C’Lela, but no relevant materials were available to me. In this introduction we 

survey some aspects of orthography, phonology and morphology which 

1 This example sentence from the dictionary neatly illustrates the two in!ections examined 

in chapter 2.
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provide a necessary background to the study of the particular verbal 

in!ections on which this paper concentrates.

1.2 The Orthography

For ease of comparison with the growing C’Lela literature and because the 

orthography corresponds well to the phonology, we use the standard C’Lela 

orthography when examples are given. Though tone is contrastive lexically 

and grammatically, the standard orthography does not mark it. However we 

use the same system of accents to represent tones as that adopted by the 

dictionary and other C’Lela texts written for non-native speakers. A low tone 

is presumed on every syllable unless an acute (á) or circum!ex (â) accent is 

added to the syllable nucleus to indicate high and falling tones, respectively. 

Figure 1: Nigeria language map with C'Lela highlighted (Ethnologue)
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The following table shows the additional vowels and one a#ricate which are 

represented by non-IPA symbols in the C’Lela examples:

Orthographic Phonetic

% &

' (

) *

c t+

Other orthographic 

symbols mostly 

correspond to IPA 

symbols.

1.3 Verbal Patterns & In"ection

The basic unmarked constituent order in C’Lela clauses is SVO:
S , NPsubj VP [NPobj] 

NPsubj may be a full Noun Phrase (such as a name) or a pronoun (such as u). 

Some verbs such as n## ‘give’ take two objects where the "rst is the recipient 

(Payne 1997, 50) and the second is the item given (patient/theme).

VP consists of a verbal stem (verb) with possible su$xes and clitics:

! -k for perfective

! -t for some narrative purposes

! -ine/-ini (clitic) marks a verb in a subordinate clause

! -t b! (su$x + clitic) emphatic perfective in narrative 

-k and -t su$xes are placed before the "nal vowel which itself may or may 

not disappear when the root is followed by a consonant (either from a su$x, 

clitic or object). If too many consonants cluster due to these processes, then 

the vowel " [*] is inserted between some of them:
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1 Á-v hong na mamg"s-k-á d'-opá,
when-you hear you prepare-PERF-FV CM-iron.piece
‘Once you've prepared the piece’
(hoe03)

2 sái ná mámgs-a d'-rém a d'-k#mn$`
then you prepare-FV CM-tongue as CM-sweet.
‘then you even up the tongue edge properly.’
(hoe16)

(Here we see that the root mamgs- gains a vowel when the su$x -k is applied. 

The -s itself may well be a derivational su$x. The "nal vowel FV is lexically-

de"ned, so varies between di#erent words. The process of epenthesis is likely 

governed by sonority hierarchy principles, but the details are not important 

for this study.)

Negative particles (ta, za, áb%...) always occur appear between the NPsubj and 

the verb, as do some adverbs (ba...) and various kinds of auxiliaries:

3 &m ta nap la hwéd-"n...
I NEG know EMPH day-of...
‘I really don't know what day...'
(farmer28)

Finally C’Lela commonly uses nominalised verb forms with a copula and a 

somewhat arbitrary class-marker before the verb. Examples are given in table 

3 (page 19).

1.4 Noun Classes and Pronouns

C’Lela has thirteen noun classes most of which are marked by a pre"x or 

su$x, depending on context (Dettweiler 2008, 5). The pre"x form is the 

citation form (unfortunately for lexicographers!) while the su$x form uses the 
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same morpheme "xed to the end of the word, frequently deleting the "nal 

stem vowel in the process. The following examples show this behaviour for 

the noun d’hin" ‘drum’ in isolation and when used in a compound noun 

phrase:

4 W#n el "n biis d'-hin" u hong hong ky!s.
Drummer is in beating CM-drum he hears piercing sound.
‘The drummer was beating the drum with a piercing sound.’
(Dictionary:ky%s)

5 Hongoz noc el "n bis "n hin-d "n w".
Listen! someone is in playing on drum-CM of funeral.
‘Listen there: someone is playing on a funeral drum.’
(Dictionary:d’hin))

This su$x form is often used in noun compounds. More precisely the head of 

a Noun Phrase is marked with the su$x form, and all others with the pre"x 

form. Class markers in isolation are used as pronouns for objects of that class, 

with consonantal class markers attracting an epenthetic vowel " [*] where 

phonological rules require a new syllable nucleus to avoid excessive 

consonant clustering, just as with verbal morphology outlined above. 

When a referent could come from a range of possible classes, C’Lela uses a 

generic noun class marker i. Animate nouns use u as a singular pronoun, and 

a as a plural pronoun. Below we list the subject, object and possessive 

pronouns, which are clearly related: Possessive pronouns follow the possessed 

noun (phrase).

English C’Lela

(Subject) (Subject) (Object) (Possessive)

1sg. I m, "m, -m, m- me, mi, -m, m- ri
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English C’Lela

(Subject) (Subject) (Object) (Possessive)

2sg. you 

(singular)
v, "v, -v, v- vo, vu, -v, v-

rovo

3sg. 

anim.
he / she u o

ru

3sg. 

inan.
it

a, d, i, k, m, u, v e, o, n", d", k",  

v", m"

"n, d"n, in, k"n,  

m"n, un, v"n

1pl. 

spec

we 

(speci"c)
c, c" co

co

1pl. 

gen

we 

(general)
na

na,

cinna

cinna

2pl. you 

(plural)
"n, -n no

no

3pl. 

anim.
they a n"

n"

3pl. 

inan.
they a, c, i, m, s...

c", e, m", s"... "n, c"n, in,  

m"n...

Table 1: C'Lela Subject, Object and Possessive Pronouns

Note that the 3rd person inanimate pronouns which are derived from the noun 

class markers are not listed exhaustively above, but are as sourced from the 

Dictionary (Rikoto 2003). There are clearly some omissions, but the general 

pattern is clear. Note also that some pronouns are listed like -v as pre"x or 

su$x because they sometimes attach to a previous or subsequent word 

depending on the phonological context.

Pronouns and Subject marking in the Clause

Although C'Lela is a Niger-Congo language, unlike many languages in the 

Bantu sub-family (for example), there is no marking of agreement between 

any part of the verb and the subject. Normally the pronoun is only used to 
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replace a noun phrase (whether subject or object). The subject noun phrase 

always occurs before the verb (as is seen in the examples 4 and 5 above). So if 

a clause features both a subject noun phrase and a pronoun, this indicates 

some form of emphatic focus, or a change in topic. However, as we shall see 

later, the pre"x in!ections both a#ect the (subject) pronoun and in some cases 

require its presence even if a subject noun phrase is present, without the 

attendant emphasis that otherwise would be implied.

1.5 Hypotheses and Aims of this study

We example several hypotheses in the subsequent chapters. In chapter 2 we 

examine the form of the preverbal in!ections, testing the hypothesis that these 

are formed from a pre"x on the subject pronoun. We hypothesise that the two 

preverbal in!ections may function di#erently with t- being a true pre"x and 

á- a preposition or pro-clitic. From Chapter 3 we focus on one in!ection often 

considered to be future, and consider whether there may be a better way of 

understanding the signi"cance of this in!ection in terms of aspectual or modal 

grounding rather than temporal. Finally, following Bybee et al (1994), we 

postulate that the grammatical morpheme (or ‘gram’) t- results from a 

grammaticisation process and consider whether we can identify a likely lexical 

source for such a process.



CHAPTER 2: VERBAL INFLECTION USING 

PREVERBAL MATERIAL

Two common in!ections on the C’Lela verb involve additional morphology 

before the verb which appears to be a pre"x on an overt subject pronoun. For 

convenience but without presupposing the analysis we will refer to these 

in!ections as ‘pre"x in!ections’. In this chapter we aim to describe the basic 

form of these similar in!ections so that we can examine one in more detail in 

the next chapter.

2.1 Basic Examples of the Pre#x In"ections

Two simple examples of the pre"x in!ections, contrasted with a 

corresponding unin!ected verb phrase are below:

6 "m somá
I run
‘I am running.’

7 t-'m somá
FUT-I run
‘I will run.’

8 á-m somá
when-I run
‘When/If I run’

An agent/subject noun phrase (such as a pronoun) normally occurs before the 

verb. At least three sets of pronouns exist for grammatical subjects, objects 

and possession. Before we describe the in!ections in more detail, we will "rst 

8
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examine whether the two in!ections should be considered as pre"xes or two 

extra sets of subject pronouns.

The pre"x t- (example 7) appears to indicate a future time action in most 

cases, though later we will see it appears in some other constructions 

indicating di#erences in time, modality and/or aspect. (This form is almost 

always glossed FUT in the texts, so that convention is followed here, pending 

further analysis.) The pre"x á- (example 3) carries a sense of ‘if’ or ‘when’, 

making that clause subordinate to a subsequent (or sometimes previous) 

clause.

Several morphophonemic and phonological observations should be made. The 

pre"x in both cases includes a ‘!oating’ high tone for that syllable. We can see 

this as we contrast 6 with the examples 7 and 8 above since subject pronouns 

are all always low tone. Additionally we see an apparent deletion of the 

pronoun’s " [*] vowel in example 8, wherever the pre"x itself is a vowel, but 

its retention in example 7 where the pre"x is a consonant. This could be 

interpreted either as deletion or as the reversal or elimination of epenthesis. 

In other contexts the " [*] vowel seems to be supplied epenthetically after 

other morphological processes to avoid excessive consonant clustering and to 

allow new syllables to be formed where necessary with the epenthetic vowel 

as nucleus. So while phonological addition is less likely than deletion in 

morphological processes, in this case the simpler and more consistent analysis 

seems to be that the consonantal pronouns (m, v etc) gain an epenthetic vowel 
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" unless a morphological process (such as applying an á- pre"x) creates an 

alternative syllable nucleus.

2.2 In"ection Form á- ‘when’

The á- pre"x always means broadly ‘when’, but may occur in a number of 

di#erent contexts with subtle variations in meaning. It occurs in two contexts

—with or without a  su$x in!ection on the main verb. Apart from its 

semantic weight, this in!ection always makes the clause subordinate, so that 

it requires a main clause to follow or precede it.

With -ine

The -íne su$x marks verbs in subordinate (often relative) clauses, frequently 

in conjunction with the -t perfective su$x. Analysis of narrative texts shows 

that the á- pre"x in!ection occurs most commonly in conjunction with -íne:

9 á hiv táas-t-ín u'wáagó, u zé-t b% o...
when thief "nish-PERF2-SUB gathering, he say-PERF EMPH him...
‘When the thief had "nished gathering, he said to him...’
(farmer14)

C’Lela "nal vowels are often deleted under the in!uence of the following 

vowel so above the su$x becomes -ín. So in the example above, the "rst four 

words form a fronted adverbial clause referring to a past time.  (We note that in 

contrast with example 8 above where the prefix á- was applied to the pronoun "m to 

form ám, here the pre"x is an independent word since a fully descriptive noun 

hiv ‘thief’ is used.)
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Without -ine

The á- pre"x can be used without the -íne su$x in which case the clause is 

still subordinate but refers to a future time:

10 á-v caa, hav 'n buu rí
when-you arrive, go into house of.me
‘When you arrive, go into my house.’
(farmer24)

11 á Dauda taas poss-"m g!m! t-ú ig'ms co
when Dauda arrives greets-CM chief FUT-he talk.to us
‘When Dauda has come here and greeted the chief, he will talk to us.’
(1e)

12 á-u taas poss-"m g!m! t-ú ig'ms co
when-he arrives greets-CM chief FUT-he talk.to us
‘When he has come here and greeted the chief, he will talk to us.’
(1e2)

Where the subject is a pronoun with a consonantal element (such as "v in 

example 10) the pre"x replaces the " vowel of the pronoun.  The future time 

reference is general and might be translated in a variety of ways in English. 

example 10 displays a simple future (irrealis but expected). Examples 11 and 

12 show a verb sequence with a focus on the time after the verb sequence has 

been achieved. We also see that the pronoun in 12 optionally replaces the full 

descriptive noun phrase and attaches to the á ‘when’ which now makes it 

appear to be a pre"x rather than a preposition. Perhaps this suggests that it 

may be better considered a (pro-)clitic, but this is not an area explored in this 

study, except to note that the other pre"x in!ection behaves di#erently.

2.3 In"ection Form t-

The t- pre"x in!ection has two major variants:
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13 t-ú t"" hii buku.
FUT-he snack.on maize tomorrow.
‘He will snack on maize tomorrow.’
(dikki1b2)

14 u el t-ú t"" hii koya hweda. 
He COP FUT-he snack.on maize every day
‘He snacks on maize every day.’
(dikki1d2)

example 14 has a similar form to 13 but with an added subject pronoun (u) 

and copula before the rest of the verb phrase. We see that in each case the t- 

pre"x forces a high tone on the pronoun which is normally a low tone. We 

will investigate the semantics of these forms in the next chapter, but now 

compare the behaviour of these two pre"xes á- and t-.

Comparison with the á- in!ection

Although examples 13 and 14 seem like a close parallel to examples 10 and 

12, the t- pre"x behaves a little di#erently to the á- pre"x. We saw in the 

example 11 above that á- (without any pronoun) can behave like a 

preposition or perhaps a clitic when a fully descriptive noun phrase (not a 

pronoun) is subject. The t- pre"x always requires and combines with an overt 

subject pronoun. So in examples 15 and 16 below we see that both the noun 

phrase and the t- pre"xed pronoun appear, in some form:

15 Dauda t-ú t"" hii buku.
David FUT-he snack.on maize tomorrow.
‘David will snack on maize tomorrow.’
(dikki1b)

16 Kw#nt# el t-ú dóoga-dóoga
Chameleon COP FUT-he return-REDUP

‘The Chameleon was on his way returning.’
(hareliz10)
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The phonological form of the morpheme á- in any case makes it considerably 

more likely than t- to occur as an independent word, since C’Lela allows 

syllables without onset or coda (such as the isolated a) but restricts the 

combination of consonants.

Whereas examples 11 and 12 above show that for á- the fully descriptive noun 

phrase and the pronoun do not co-occur, in 15 and 16 examples of the t- form, 

the apparent pronoun remains even when the noun phrase is present. 

However in 16 we see that a noun phrase does supplant the #rst of the 

pronouns suggesting that in this case (a longer in!ection with the copula) the 

"rst apparent pronoun, which has no pre"x, still behaves as an ordinary 

pronoun.

2.4 Aside: Ambiguities

In several cases some ambiguity results even when taking tone into 

consideration because the pronoun pre"xes are very short and easily form 

words that because of frequent "nal vowel elision can resemble other words 

which would also yield a valid interpretation. For example the word t'm" 

means ‘and’ or ‘also’ but the "nal vowel is often elided so that it is identical in 

form to the "rst person singular pronoun with future pre"x t-'m:

17 Á-v dooga, t-'m n$#-v i'-waagá
when-you return, FUT-I give-you CM-tuwo
‘When you return I will give you a piece of tuwo.’
(deceit21)
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18 u lág-k t'm netav rú n-ú'bu
He leave-PERF also wife-CM of.him at-home
‘He also (had) left his wife at home.’
(farmer08)

19 A zá-t ta t'm lalk-s nl dá,
they have-PERF2 NEG1 again judge-CM that NEG2
‘They don't have that ruler any more.’
(golmo45)

If the t'm" 'also' is fronted for emphasis, then only context and possibly the 

presence of other future forms would help disambiguate these. Naïve 

concordance-generating software2 of course is unable to di#erentiate these, so 

aware of this issue we had to examine every occurrence of t'm to check 

whether it was the future form or ‘also’.

2 Such as that written by the author to help analyse texts and mine them for examples.



CHAPTER 3: T- IN MORE DETAIL

In this chapter we describe and analyse the constructions which feature the t- 

pre"x, describe the semantic range of these constructions, and consider the 

interactions between this in!ection and other verbal in!ections.

3.1 Forms: Comparative Paradigms

The two major constructions using the t- pre"x exist are most likely related 

(though they di#er signi"cantly in English translation). The simpler 

construction commonly represents a simple future. The other construction 

involves a copula ello (usually reduced to el), and normally has a habitual 

sense. 

The behaviour of the future and habitual forms is best illustrated in 

paradigms,3 contrasting the present continuous, future and habitual senses. 

We might codify these forms as Ø (unin!ected), t- and COP+t- respectively.

Since nominalised verb phrases are so common in C’Lela narrative (and the 

most common way of expressing continuous activity), we elicited paradigms 

of forms both for the normal verbal forms, and nominalised verb phrases.  In 

3 These forms were elicited, so some examples may be uncommon in normal speech or 

narrative, but all are at least grammatical. 

15
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each construction, we observe that the t- morpheme behaves in the same 

general way, whether in the simple verb phrase or with a copula, so it seems 

best to consider it one morpheme with two variations of usage, rather than 

two completely separate morphemes which happen to sound the same.

Simple Verbal Form

In the following table, we compare the present continuous, future and 

habitual forms using somá ‘run’ as a paradigm. 
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person Present Form

Ø

Simple Future

t-

Habitual

COP+t-

1. 

(I)

"m somá

“I am running”

t'm somá

“I will run”

"m el t'm somá kóye daava

“I run always”

2.

you (s)

"v somá

“You are running”

t'v somá

“You will run”

"v el t'v somá kóye daava

“You run always”

3. he/she u somá

“He is running”

tú somá

“He will run”

u el tú somá kóye daava

“He runs always”

3. it 

(generic)

stick / 

tree

i somá

“It is running”4

[k’]ce somá

“A stick will run”

tú somá

“It will run”

[k’]ce tú somá

“A stick will run”

u el tú somá kóye daava

“It runs always”

[k']ce el tú somá kóye daava

“A stick runs always”

1p. we 

(excl)

c" somá

“We are running”

c'n somá

“We will run”

c" el c'n somá kóye daava

“We run always”

1p. we 

(incl) or 

general

na somá

“We/People are 

running”

?nán somá

“We/People will run”  

(rare)

na el nán somá koye daava.

“We/People run always” 

(rare)

2p. you 

(pl)

a somá

“You are running”

tá somá

“You will run”

a el tá somá koye daava

“You run always”

3p. they a somá

“They are running”

tá somá

“They will run”

a el tá somá koye daava.

“They run always”

Table 2: Paradigm of simple verbal forms—present, future and habitual

Several things should be noted. This paradigm, though correct, is a little 

arti"cial since it is more natural to use a copula and nominalised verb 

s’kw##v# (a completely di#erent lexeme) to describe present-time running. We 

also see that the second and third persons plural are never distinguished 

except by context. The phrase koye daava means ‘always’ or more literally ‘all 

time’. While it is not necessarily required for the habitual sense, it helped 

4 Note that in the third person a generic class marker (i) could be used as a subject pronoun, 

or a class-marked noun phrase such as k-pre"x k’ce ‘stick’ or Ø-pre"x ce ‘tree’.
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provide a plausible context for eliciting a habitual in!ection. First person 

plural is split into two possible groups often considered inclusive (including 

the addressee) and exclusive (speaker and others not including the addressee) 

but the boundary between the two appears not to be rigid. Very commonly 

the "rst person plural na form is used to talk of people in general, perhaps in 

a similar way to the Hausa pronoun an (Kraft 1973, 37). 

Nominalised Verbal Form with ‘do’

For an example of nominalised verb phrases we use the expression "m el 'n 

s’maka ‘I am jumping’ as a paradigm:

perso

n

Present Form

Ø

Simple Future

t-

Habitual

COP+t-

1. 

(I)

"m el 'n s’maka

“I am [in] jumping”

t'm em s’maka

“I will jump”

"m el t'm em s’mak kóye  

daava

“I jump always”

2.

you 

(s)

"v el 'n s’maka

“You are jumping”

t'v em s’maka

“You will jump”

"v el t'v em s’mak kóye daava

“You jump always”

3. he/

she

u el 'n s’maka

“He is jumping”

tú em s’maka

“He will jump”

u el tú em s’mak kóye daava

“He jumps always”

3. it  

(gen)

stick 

/ tree

i el 'n s’maka

“It is jumping”

[k’]ce el 'n s’maka

“A stick is jumping”

tú em s’maka

“It will jump”

[k’]ce tú em s’maka

“A stick will jump”

u el tú em s’mak kóye daava

“It jumps always”

[k']ce el tú em s’mak kóye  

daava

“A stick jumps always”

1pl. 

we 

(excl)

c" el 'n s’maka

“We are jumping”

c'n em s’maka

“We will jump”

c" el c'n em s’maka kóye  

daava

“We jump always”
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perso

n

Present Form

Ø

Simple Future

t-

Habitual

COP+t-

1pl. 

we 

(incl / 

gen)

na el 'n s’maka

“We/People are 

jumping”

*

(not used)

na el nán em s’maka koye  

daava.

“We/People jump always” 

(rare)

2pl. 

you 

(pl)

a el 'n s’maka

“You are jumping”

tá em s’maka

“You will jump”

a el tá em s’mak koye daava

“You jump always”

3pl. 

they

a el 'n s’maka

“They are jumping”

tá em s’maka

“They will jump”

a el tá em s’mak koye daava.

“They jump always”

Table 3: Paradigm of nominalised verbal forms—present, future and habitual

A more detailed morpheme-by-morpheme breakdown of the "rst person 

singulars follows:

20 "m el 'n s’-maka
I COP in CM-jump
‘I am [in] jumping.’

21 t-'m em s’-maka
FUT-I do CM-jump
‘I will jump.’

22 "m el t'm em s’-mak kóye daava
I COP FUT-I do CM-jump all times
‘I jump always.’

We observe that the "rst person plural inclusive/general is never used for the 

future sense of this verb and rarely used in the habitual sense. Either the 

inclusive "rst person or third person plurals are used for these purposes. The 

verb ema means ‘make’ or ‘do’ and used with the nominalised s’maka 

functions somewhat like an auxiliary, or at least as a semantically-

unimportant carrier for a nominalised verb. The nominalised verb supplies the 

main semantic component of the activity described.
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Summary of Forms

Without presuming the analysis, we then can summarise the above paradigms 

into a table to compare the material that occurs before the main verb. The t-

initial words bear a close resemblance to the subject pronoun which is used 

for present and past verb phrases:

person / 

number

Present/Past

Subject

Pronoun

Simple 

Future

Preverbal 

Material

Habitual

Preverbal 

Material

Object 

Pronoun

Posessive

Pronoun

1sg "m t'm "m el t'm me / mi ri

2sg "v t'v "v el t'v vo / vu rovo

3sg personal

i-class (gen)

k-class

u

i

k

tú

tú

k'{noun} tú

u el tú

u el tú

k'{noun} el tú

o

e

k"

ru

in

k"n

1pl. excl c" c'n c" el c'n co co

1pl. incl/gen na nán na el nán na cinna

2pl. a tá a el tá no no

3pl. personal

c-class

a

c

tá a el tá n" n"

c"n

Table 4: Comparison of t- pre#x forms with pronoun forms

In the subsequent sections of this chapter we propose an analysis and 

explanation of these "ndings.

3.2 Morphological Analysis of the Two t- Pre#x Forms

In each construction which uses the t- pre"x, a pronoun agreeing with the 

subject in person and number (but not noun class) is required immediately 

before the verb. To this, t- is pre"xed (or -n su$xed) and the tone forced 
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high. This is the full extent of the simple t- pre"x form, which we will see 

corresponds to a simple future sense. The other construction uses the copula 

("m el t'm) and the pronouns before and after the copula seem to agree in 

person and number. The "rst pronoun though retains two major 

characteristics of normal C’Lela pronouns: they are always low tone, and they 

can be replaced with the appropriate noun phrase. Thus we see the di#erence 

between examples 15 and 16 (repeated for convenience):

15 Dauda t-u t"" hii buku.
David FUT-he snack.on maize tomorrow.
‘David will snack on maize tomorrow.’
(dikki1b)

16 Kw#nt# el t-ú dóoga-dóoga
Chameleon COP FUT-he return-REDUP

‘The Chameleon was on his way returning.’
(hareliz10)

The Copula ello

The copula elló (normally elided to form el) is used in the habitual sense. 

Outside of this usage, the copula is frequently used with nominalised verbs to 

indicate continuous activity:

23 u el  g$ n-u'g!v%
he COP EMPH in-farming
‘He is/was continuously farming.’
(farmer02)

24 u el 'n hong-m-"n meró.
he COP in feeling-CM-of hunger
‘He was feeling hungry.’

While the verb elló (before a vowel, shortened to el) appears to serve the 

function of copulas in many languages, there is another verb (simply i) used 

to link nouns with other nouns or adjectives to express identity or attributes. 
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Thus it may be better to consider ello as an unin!ecting verb which has 

become a verbal auxiliary.

An A$x or an Independent Set of Pronouns?

Two interpretations of these paradigms are possible. Either a new set of 

pronouns is used for future and habitual senses, or the normal subject 

pronouns have a pre"x applied. It is quite possible that we might have a 

completely new set of pronouns to be used for future or habitual senses, since 

we already have a set of pronouns (including class markers) for subject, object 

and possessive uses as shown in table 4 above.

However, the simplest analysis seems to be that the same subject pronouns are 

used for future and habitual senses, but a tense/aspect a$x is applied. In 

almost every case this a$x is a t- pre"x with an attendant high tone forced on 

the pronoun (which is normally low tone). Two categories of exceptions must 

be explained. The "rst person plural pronouns take a -n su$x instead of the t- 

pre"x, and the subject pronouns for all the inanimate noun classes appear to 

all use the animate pronoun u, instead of i, s, v, d, c, k etc. 

These exceptions are unsurprising: the "rst person plural pronouns c" [t+*] 

and na could not easily accommodate a consonantal pre"x since they already 

begin with alveolar sounds. Similarly many of the noun class markers would 

have di$culty accommodating a t- pre"x. In addition, we remember that 

there is no overt noun class agreement between the subject and the verb. 
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Thus, since the tú relates more to the verb than the subject, there is no 

compulsion for the new mandatory pronoun to agree in noun class.

Moreover, the comparison with the other forms of pronoun suggest that some 

more advanced grammaticisation may already have occurred to produce the 

fused possessive pronoun forms which can no longer sustain analysis. In 

chapter 4 we investigate the possible lexical sources and processes of this 

grammaticisation.

Finally we may ask whether this t- pre"xed form is still functioning as a 

pronoun. In some ways it does still behave as such, since C’Lela requires an 

overt noun phrase of some kind to represent the subject/agent of every 

predicate. So in examples 7, 8, 13, and 14 for example, the t- pre"xed 

pronoun is the only representative of the subject, and clearly conveys the 

identity (person and number) of the grammatical subject. However, where a 

descriptive noun phrase such as Dauda in example 15 is used, the t- pre"xed 

pronoun must still be present, though without the t- pre"x in!ection it would 

never occur in that way. In this case, the pronoun simply agrees with the 

person and number of the descriptive noun phrase and functions no longer as 

a standard C’Lela overt pronoun, but just as an agreement morpheme. So the 

resultant word has an ambiguous identity, being somewhat like a pronoun, 

but not entirely so.
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In the case of the á- pre"x, the pronoun remains very much a pronoun, 

disappearing when a fully descriptive noun phrase is used, as in examples 9 

and 11.

Why is a Pronoun Used Here?

We might consider why a pronoun is required to accompany the t- 

future/habitual morpheme. A speculative synchronic analysis might suggest 

that since the morpheme itself is so short that it lacks a syllable nucleus, it 

borrows the most neutral and appropriate lexical material (a pronoun) so that 

it may be expressed. At least in the third persons, this robs a pronoun used in 

this way of any additional semantic or pragmatic information. In the chapter 

below on grammaticisation we explore possible diachronic sources of these 

forms.

3.3 Semantic Ranges

Each t- pre"x construction covers a signi"cant semantic range. Here we 

examine the most certain and common senses of the two di#erent 

constructions. This is not exhaustive, and there may be several ways of 

expressing the sense of a C’Lela sentence but this covers the most 

unambiguous examples.

A Note on Glossing

For the sake of consistent glossing, we gloss the t- pre"x always as FUT 

(future). Clearly as the discussion develops we will see that its actual use 
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indicates more than merely future tense. This paper is concerned in the main 

with exploring what the morpheme glossed FUT actually does grammatically 

and semantically, but we must supply some gloss without presupposing the 

results of our study.

3.4 Semantic Range of Simple t– Pre#x

The simple t- pre"x normally conveys a future sense, but also (often 

depending on context) can be used to indicate obligation, capability, purpose 

and also to ask questions about future events.

Future Senses

The most common use of the simple t- pre"x is to represent events expected to 

happen in the future without declaring the certainty or otherwise of the 

anticipated event:

25 dauda t-ú váaka n-u’bu bukú
David FUT-he come to-home tomorrow
‘David will come home tomorrow.’

26 dauda t-ú t"" híi bukú
David FUT-he snack.on maize tomorrow
‘David will eat maize tomorrow.’

Uncertainty can be expressed using a preverbal adverb mazé:

27 mazé Dauda t-ú váaka n-u’bu bukú
maybe David FUT-he come to-home tomorrow
‘Maybe David will come home tomorrow.’

28 mazé t-ú t"" híi bukú
maybe FUT-he snack.on maize tomorrow
‘Maybe he will snack on maize tomorrow.’
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Pre- or post-verbal adverbs or adverbial phrases (such as bukú above) may 

help ground the time of the event, but they are not required:

29 t-'m wáaga
FUT-I sweep
‘I will sweep.’
(farmer16)

There is only evidence of one future ‘tense’ indicated by syntax. The same t- 

pre"x form can be used for later the same day, tomorrow, next year etc.

Frequently this simple future is used following (or sometimes preceding) the 

á- pre"x temporal relative clause construction:

30 á-u váaka n-u’bu, t-ú t'" hìi
when-he comes to-home, FUT-he snack.on maize.
‘When he comes home, he will snack on maize.’

In this case the time of the future verb phrase is speci"ed by the time of the 

"rst clause. Earlier we showed how the á- pre"x form without -íne su$x on 

the verb suggests a future time. Here the tone of the second verb (t'") seems 

to have been raised, which if correct, must be either intonation or a 

grammatical tone e#ect of this being the verb of the main clause after a 

subordinate clause. The t- pre"x does not normally seem to force a high tone 

or cause any tone changes in the verb root.

Obligation: ‘Should’

Beyond a simple future expectation, a sense of obligation may be conveyed by 

the t- in!ection. This subsumes and presumes capability (see next) but adds 

the sense that it would be right or expected for the agent to perform the 
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action marked with t-. The preceding clause usually establishes the situation 

in which the obligation or expectation occurs.

31 Á noc wa n-a'-h"gcu, t-ú em-t u'-beledim".
If person is in-CM-walk FUT-he make-PERF turn.and.look.back.
‘If you are walking, you should turn your head and look back.’

Capability: ‘Can’

A capability sense may be connected to the obligation sense. When linked 

with certain lexemes denoting capability or expectation the t- pre"x form may 

be used to indicate a future capability (rather than determination):

32 t-'v  hweks  b! n"?"
FUT-you be.able.physically EMPH it?”
‘Can you manage it?’
(hareliz03)

33 áwa "v h#nke ai t-'v nokâ, "m gabó-v dim"."
if you see-PFV that FUT-you go I follow-you behind
‘if you think that you can go, I will follow behind.’

The second example 33 shows an expanded form of ‘if’ áwa, but this is not 

signi"cant here. The capability sense of the t- pre"x in!ection may be 

suggested by context, as in this case coming in a question (example 32) or a 

conditional clause (example 33). The context assumes that the agent has a rôle 

in determining whether the event will happen, which distinguishes this from a 

simple predictive future.

Use in Clause Sequences

As seen at the end of example 33 above, the future may be used to indicate 

sequence, purpose or resolve:
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34 t-'m hav "m babba gw#l#.
FUT-I go I sell goat.
‘I will go and sell a goat.’
(Dictionary:babba)

Here we see that the "rst pronoun is marked as future but the entailed goal or 

purpose for going is not marked as future. In isolation the second clause 

would just mean ‘I am selling a goat’ (right now), although a periphrastic 

construction using the copula ello would more likely be used for a continuous 

activity.

Past Habitual

Past habits (without enduring e#ect) are often represented using the 

copula+t- in!ection (see next section). However they sometimes use the 

simple t- in!ection as seen in the elicited examples 35 and 36:

35 deh"n zó, "m lák t-'m em s’-maka
in.former.days DLM, I used.to FUT-I make CM-jump
‘In former days I was jumping / I used to jump.’

36 "v lak t-'v em s’-maka
you used.to FUT-you make CM-jump
‘You used to jump.’

Here a verb láka explicitly denotes the activity as a former habit and the t- 

in!ected verb acts as its complement, describing the activity. So, the 

combination of the verb láka and the optional adverbial phrase deh"n zó 

marks this as a past habit, as opposed to a future event or intention which the 

t- in!ection otherwise might imply.

In contrast, we note that a past event as opposed to an ongoing habit is 

marked using the simple perfective k- su$x in!ection. As in examples 35 and 
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36 above, an adverbial time phrase is expected to help ground the time since 

(we hypothesise) the -k su$x speci"es primarily the aspect:

37 "m em-k s’-mak d#h"n zo
I make-PERF CM-jump in.former.days DLM

‘I jumped in former days.’ 
[once, not as a habit]

Questions

The exact same form is used for questions about future plans, with intonation 

(unmarked here) and a "nal clause vowel change being the only indicators of 

the interrogative:

38 t-'v hav b"ru n-u'bel-e?
FUT-you go possibly to-farm-FV

‘Will you possibly go to the farm?’

Again we see that an element of uncertainty is added with the word b"ru as 

with mazé in examples 27 and 28.

3.5 Semantic Range of the Copula + t- Construction

The copula+t- construction usually suggests a habitual aspect, but depending 

on context it may be used to convey other senses.

Current Habitual

The most common sense of the copula+t- construction is habitual – where the 

verb describes a current habit or tendency of the subject:

39 Dauda el t-ú váaka n-u’-bu koye daava daav n-u’-hola
Dauda COP FUT-he go.home to-CM-home every time time at-CM-uhola
‘Dauda comes home every Uhola [festival].’
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40 Dauda el t-ú t"" hii koya hweda.
Dauda COP FUT-he snack.on maize each day.
‘Dauda eats maize every day.’

In the two examples above, the name Dauda could be replaced by a standard 

(animate) pronoun u. 

Past Habitual

While past habits (which are no longer habits) can be represented with the 

simple t- in!ection after the verb láka and an adverbial time phrase (see 

examples 35 and 36 above), another common form uses the copula+t- 

in!ection:

41 d#h"n zó u el t-ú hav báa-d g!m!, 
in.former.times DLM he COP FUT-he go place-of chief
‘In former times he would go to the chief’s place’

u el t-ú b%m o, u n## o k’-gwin, 
he COP FUT-he praise him, he give.to him CM-honour,
‘he would praise him, [he would] give him honour’

t'm u n## o m’-h!s!
also he give.to him CM-gift.
‘and also [he would] give him gifts’
[past habit]

Again we begin with a vague time phrase d#h"n zó, but in contrast with 

example 35 (repeated below), the verb láka is not used. Instead the habitual 

sense is entirely conveyed by the morphology of the verb phrase.

35 deh"n zó, "m lák t-'m em s’-maka
in.former.days DLM, I used.to FUT-I make CM-jump
‘In former days I was jumping / I used to jump.’

We see that in a sequence of clauses sharing the same grounding (past habit) 

only the "rst clause is grounded with the copula+t- in!ection, and the 
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subsequent clauses are unin!ected. There seems to be an assumption that the 

grounding is maintained in unmarked clauses. This is conceptually similar to 

the way in which a smooth English rendering of the second and third lines of 

example 41 might be ‘he would praise him, honour him and give him gifts’, 

omitting the subject and modal auxiliary. However, C’Lela requires an overt 

subject (here a pronoun) for each clause.

An alternative way of communicating something similar to example 41 might 

use á ‘when’ with a narrative perfective (-t) to express the "rst ‘setting’ clause:

42 d#h"n zó á c" hav-t "n báad g!m! 
in.former.times DLM when we go-PERF to place-of chief
‘In former times when we would go to the chief’s place’

c' el c'-n b%m o, c" n## o k’-gwin...
we COP we-FUT praise him, he give.to him CM-honour...
‘we would praise him, [we would] give him honour...’

The initial adverbial time phrase is the same, but in contrast to example 41 

the "rst clause sets the background for the habitual verbs expressed using the 

copula+t- in!ection. The di#erence may be more pragmatic than semantic.

A current habit might also be expressed using a similar form in the "rst 

clause:

43 koye daav ú havt 'n báad g!m!, u el t-ú b%m o, 
each time he go-PERF to place.of chief, he COP FUT-he praise him,
‘Each time he goes to the chief’s place, he praises him,’

u n## ó k’-gwin, t'm u el t-ú n## o m’h!s!. 
he give him CM-honour, also he COP FUT-he give him CM-gift.
‘gives him honour, and also gives him gifts.’
[present habit – for contrast]
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The di#erence between this and example 41 is that here the focus is on 

describing the present habit of the agent each time he visits the chief, rather 

than asserting both that the agent had a habit of visiting the chief and a habit 

of praising, honouring and giving him gifts. That is, the -t perfective describes 

several events (past, present and future) rather than a habit, as in example 41. 

But otherwise, the rest of the sentence describing the habit whenever the 

agent visited the chief is the same in 41 and 43. The initial adverbial phrase is 

di#erent and reinforces the focus on the habits during the visits. While the -t  

perfective often in narrative recounts past events with predicate focus, the 

initial adverbial phrase and the habitual aspect of subsequent clauses appears 

to counteract this default assumption about the temporal grounding of the 

"rst clause.

As a contrast to these habitual forms (past habitual and present habitual), 

example 44 shows a simple report of one past event:

44 daav-"n-v"n u hav-t 'n báad g!m!, u b%m-k o,
time-in-which he go-PERF to place.of chief, he praise-PERF him,
‘When he went to the chief’s place, he praised him,’

 u n##s-k o k’-gwin, t'm u n##s-k o m’-h!s!
he give-PERF him CM-honour, also he give-PERF him CM-gift
‘he gave him honour, and he gave him gifts.’

Again, an appropriate adverbial time phrase sets the tense of the clauses and 

the perfective su$xes (-t and -k) describe single complete events in contrast to 

the habitual senses in examples 41 and 43.

In the following example we again see that where the copula+t- pre"x 

in!ection appears twice in succession, both are assumed to be habitual, but 
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the former gives the temporal setting for the later ones. Thus in the following 

example, switching to a di#erent pronoun and returning to the vague distant 

past adverbial phrase ‘in former days’, the English free translation ‘when’ 

conveys the temporal contingent link between the "rst clause and the 

subsequent clauses:

45 d#h"n zó c" el c'-n hav báad g!m!, c' el c'-n b%m
in.former.days DLM we COP we-FUT go place.of chief, we COP we-FUT praise
‘In former times when we met the chief, we used to praise’

 o, c" n## ó k’-gwin, t'm c" n## ó m’-h!s!
him, we give him CM-honour, also we give him CM-gift.’
‘him, honour him and give him gifts.’

Since the third and fourth clauses (‘give honour, and give gifts’) occur 

together with the second clause (‘we used to praise’), they are not in!ected in 

any way but inherit the same aspectual grounding. To repeat the copula+t-  

in!ection for the third and fourth clauses would give a di#erent sense, since 

each successive clause would then provide the setting for the subsequent one. 

The result it seems would then be somewhat clumsy and subtly di#erent: “In 

former times when we met the chief we would praise him, and when we 

praised him we would honour him and when we honoured him would give 

him gifts.”

In each of these examples the sentence-initial adverbial phrase establishes 

subsequent habitual verb phrases as being past, so that the habits are not 

necessarily being asserted to be current habits.
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Instructions

In a related way to habituals, instructions or procedures often use the 

copula+t- pre"x in!ection:

46 Na el ná-n fáara d'kwint"...
We COP We-FUT start CM-hoe...
‘We [always] start a hoe...’
(hoe02)

As with habitual senses there is no explicit tense grounding since the 

instruction may apply at any time.

Imperfective: Progressive/Continuous Past Action

This form together with a reduplicated verb root, is used occasionally in 

narrative to emphasise the ongoing nature of some action. In the example 

below from a fable the habitual aspect cannot be intended, but rather a more 

general imperfective: 

47 Kw#nt# el t-ú dooga-dooga, z!m zapk-tini, u p"dk-k'
Chameleon COP FUT-he come.back-REDUP hare shake-REL he wake.up-PERF

‘Chameleon was on his way coming back when hare shook and woke 
up.’
(hareliz10)

Elsewhere in C’Lela, reduplication or repetition is used with nouns or 

quantities to express distribution, such as talking about the price of items in a 

market or things distributed in di#erent locations. Used with verbs then, 

reduplication implies a progressive aspect. Here the example is grounded by 

the general context in the past, but in the sentence itself the "rst clause is not 

temporally grounded. Some (past) temporal grounding is implied by the 

subsequent -k su$x perfectives.
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3.6 Negation

Some surprising e#ects occur when future or habitual clauses are negated. 

C’Lela negative clauses always end with the word da and normally are also 

marked with one of several possible negative markers immediately before the 

verb. A simple negative might be as follows, with the equivalent positive for 

comparison:

48 â-u ya g$n 'nt'm' dá
NEG1-he eat "sh now NEG2.
‘He is not eating "sh right now.’

49 u ya g$n 'nt'm'
he eat "sh now.
‘He is eating "sh right now.’

Negative Simple Future

But when a simple future is negated as in examples 50 and 51 below, the t- 

pre"x seems to disappear, to be replaced by the "rst negative marker:

50 dauda â-u váaka n-u'bu buk dá
Dauda NEG1-he come to-home tomorrow NEG2
‘Dauda will not come home tomorrow.’

25 dauda t-ú váaka n-u’bu bukú
Dauda FUT-he come to-home tomorrow
‘Dauda will come home tomorrow.’

51 &m á  b%   n"-m'-gy"n                 t$nt# d(.
I NEG1 EMPH in-NOM-come.home today NEG2.
‘I will not come home today.’ or ‘I am not coming home today.’
(farmer27)

52 t-'m el n"-m'-gy"n t$nt#.
FUT-I COP in-NOM-come.home today.
‘I will come home today.’ or ‘I am coming home today.’

In the "rst pair of examples, the pronoun is still required in the negative 

future, but the t-pre"x disappears to be replaced with á-. It seems that the 

intrinsic low tone of the pronoun returns and combines with the high tone of 
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the á- pre"x, so that a falling tone results. So while the form in example 50 

bears some resemblance to example 12 ‘when’,  any ambiguity is resolved by 

the slight di#erence in tone and the clause ending in dá, which shows that the 

clause is negative. In example 51 where a copula with nominalised verb form 

is negated, the high tone from the future marker appears to remain on the 

pronoun &m and the "rst negative marker á replaces the copula, rather than 

pre"xing the pronoun. There is very likely a relationship between the "rst 

negative marker á- and the ‘if’ marker á- which would be worth exploring 

elsewhere.

Negative Obligation and Capability

When we negate an obligation clause which in the positive uses the t- pre"x 

in!ection, the future pre"x becomes z- (example 33 repeated for comparison):

53 Kan gaag-"n fuka zatta d'-k#m# a z-u some da.
Someone su#ering-of bronchitis it.is.not CM-good that FUT-he run NEG2.
‘Someone su#ering from bronchitis should not run.’

33 Á noc wa n-a'-h"gcu, t-ú em-t u'-beledim".
If person is in-CM-walk FUT-he make-PERF turn.and.look.back.
‘If you are walking, you should turn your head and look back.’

The z- pre"x may be related to a negative copula zatta or za.

Another form of negating obligation maintains the t- pre"x, but adds a 

negative auxiliary verb before the main clause:

54 A em la t-"v gedg-"m da.
NEG1 do EMPH FUT-you impede-me NEG2.
‘You should not impede me.’

55 Noc a t-ú t!n az na h#n "ba ru da.
Person NEG1 FUT-he want that people see abdomen of.him NEG2.
‘No one wants others to see his abdomen.’
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Similarly a negative capability can be formed simply by inserting the initial 

negative marker a before the t- pre"x and pronoun, and adding the second 

negative marker da at the end of the clause:

56 Ka c'b"bu a t-ú t"" k'tel da.
Person CM-toothless NEG1 FUT-he eat CM-bone NEG2.
‘A toothless person cannot eat a bone.’

Negative Habitual

The negative habitual (someone never does something) appears to use a 

negative copula za instead of el but otherwise is exactly the same as the 

positive:

57 u za t-ú ya g$n dá
he NEG1.COP FUT-he eat "sh NEG2.
‘He does not eat "sh.’ (He never eats "sh)

58 u el t-ú ya g$n 
he COP FUT-he eat "sh
‘He eats "sh.’

3.7 Future Senses When t- Is Not Used

Not every sense where the t- pre"x forms might plausibly appear use it. 

Purpose clauses have a future orientation either from the point of utterance or 

the main (or "rst) clause but use a simple unin!ected form:

59 dauda háv-ka d#d# u pósso gomo
Dauda come-PERF yesterday he greet chief
Dauda came here yesterday to greet the chief.

The second clause  u pósso gomo is not in!ected just as the purpose or 

sequential action clause following a future verb phrase is not in!ected in 

example 34:
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34 t-'m hav "m babba gw#l#.
FUT-I go I sell goat.
‘I will go and sell a goat.’
(Dictionary:babba)

This suggests that temporal grounding may not be required for the C’Lela 

verb, but once verbal morphology or an adverb has established a future time, 

unin!ected verbs adopt the same grounding.



CHAPTER 4: GRAMMATICISATION

Having examined the morphological behaviour and semantic range of two 

variations of one in!ection, it is also interesting to consider how the language 

has developed in this way. At this point in their development, the t- pre"x 

in!ections have only a grammatical/syntactic e#ect, but considerable 

evidence in a wide range of languages (see, for example, Bybee 1994, 4#) 

points to grammatical morphemes such as these having their origins in lexical 

morphemes. 

A synchronic study of a language may describe the use and signi"cance of 

various morphemes. Some morphemes might have more grammatical and 

others more lexical signi"cance. Grammatical morphemes have no ‘meaning’ 

in isolation but appear synchronically merely to be building-blocks of 

particular syntactic or grammatical constructions. In this paper we have seen 

that the pre"x t- or el t- have no identi"able meaning in isolation but in the 

context of a verb phrase modify the tense and aspect of the predicate.

A diachronic study attempts to go beyond the current state of the language, 

and ask two related questions: What did the language look like in the past? 

and How did the language develop so that it behaves as it does now? In this 

case, we may want to identify the lexical source material from which the 
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grammatical morpheme t- has developed. Frequently  through repeated use in 

stereotyped expressions, lexical material will become abbreviated, so our task 

is to seek plausible explanations of its development. Lexical morphemes being 

used so consistently so as to move from having a lexical role to a grammatical 

one are more likely to change and lose phonological material than when they 

are used in other situations. Thus ‘going to’ in English becomes the colloquial 

auxiliary ‘gonna’ when used grammatically to refer to a future event, but 

never reduces when talking about ‘going to’ a place.

4.1 Evaluating Possible Lexical Sources for the t- Pre#x

Agreeing with and summarising Bybee (1994, 252#), Payne (1997, 237) 

suggests that “future tense markers often derive historically from free verbs 

meaning ‘want’, ‘come’, or ‘go’”. However C’Lela’s future/habitual marker t- 

has been so shortened that it is very di$cult to be sure of its lexical source. 

We should remember that since lexical tone is  signi"cant in C’Lela, and since 

the t- pre"x is accompanied by a forced high tone on the required pronoun (as 

opposed to a standard low tone), the tone may be a clue to the lexical source 

of this grammatical morpheme.

A Preliminary List from the Dictionary

Searching the dictionary (Rikoto, 2003) we "nd twelve short (one or two 

syllable) words beginning with t- which are potential lexical sources:
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lexeme meaning category syllables tone

táa "nish, be over V 1.5 H

tà not (1st part) NEG 1 L

táhà / táhnà here, close, near at hand adv 2 H–L

tàká start V 2 L–H

t'm) again adv 2 H–L

t'" chew, snack on V 1.5 H

t$ntè lean against sth V 2 H–L

t! or t!! or 

t% or t%!
go, pass, leave V 1 or 1.5

L

H

t!n! want, like V 2 L–L

t!k! pluck feathers from a bird V 2 L–L

t!l! swallow V 2 L–L

t!p% wear, put on V 2 L–H

Table 5: List of possible lexical sources for the t- pre#x

We have made several assumptions in seeking this initial list of lexemes. We 

searched for words beginning with t- since the only remaining part of the 

grammatical morpheme is itself a word-initial t-. We observe that the subject/

agent noun phrase occurs before the t- pre"xed pronoun. If the lexical source 

were a verb ("ve of eight), then this would place the lexical source in the 

usual verbal position (after the subject/agent), before the next verb phrase. So 

we hypothesise the original system of linked clauses may have looked like 

this:

NPsubj V1 NPpro V2
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Where NPsubj was the original subject/agent, V1 is a verb from the table above, 

and NPpro is a pronoun coreferential with NPsubj. Then, as V1 is grammaticised, 

it reduces (losing phonological material from the end) and combines with 

NPpro to form the t- pre"x in!ection we now "nd in C’Lela. Vowel loss from 

the end of words is common in C’Lela so we may presume that phonological 

material will more likely be lost from the end of the lexical source than the 

beginning. Hence, we looked for verbs beginning t-. 

Alternatively, negatives or adverbs may be positioned before the verb, either 

between the NPsubj and the verb or before the NPsubj. In each case we might 

expect such a lexical source to reduce in the same way as a verb, so the three 

non-verbs sought all begin with t-.

We sought short words since it seems much more likely that a single syllable 

word or possibly a two-syllable word might reduce to t- with high tone than a 

longer word. We also ignored words which seemed to have no possibility of 

being connected to an imperfective or future sense (such as t!h! ‘ingredients 

for soup’). In fact the last three in the list above are marginal and semantically 

very unlikely candidates for any grammaticisation source.

Assessment of the Possible Lexical Sources

We must now assess which if any of the lexemes above might have been the 

lexical source for the t- pre"x. If the future/habitual in!ection in C’Lela were 

to follow the most common grammaticisation patterns as described by Bybee 

et al (1994, 252#) then t%n% ‘want’ and t!! ‘leave’ may be the most likely 
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sources, with taká ‘start’ and táa ‘"nish’ slightly less likely.  However, both 

t!n! and t!! are wholly low tone and thus unable to explain the marked high 

tone which always follows the t- pre"x. táhà/táhnà 'here' and táa ‘"nish’ 

seem better able to supply the high tone, though if the "nal high tone of tàká  

'start' were preserved along with the initial consonant, it might be a plausible 

lexical source. We prioritise monosyllabic verbal lexemes with a high tone 

(preferably word-initial) and the most common sources according to Bybee, 

giving one point for each desirable attribute found (half a point for a slight 

match). Then highest-scoring (most likely) lexemes are as follows:

points lexeme meaning category syllables tone

2.5

3.5

t! or t!! or 

t% or t%!
go, pass, leave V 1 or 1.5

L

H

3 táa "nish, be over V 1.5 H

3 t'" chew, snack on V 1.5 H

2.5 tàká start V 2 L–H

2 t!n! want, like V 2 L–L

2 t$ntè lean against sth V 2 H–L

Table 6: Prioritised list of possible lexical sources

(Note that long vowels are constrastive with short vowels in C’Lela so syllables 

including long vowels are counted as 1.5 in length, but sometimes long vowels 

become shortened just as "nal vowels are elided when the next word is vowel-

initial.)
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Most Likely Sources

The most likely lexical sources then are either the high tone variant of t%! ‘go’ 

or táa ‘"nish’. While t'" 'chew/snack on’ is a good match phonologically (" is 

the least distinctive C’Lela vowel), its meaning makes it implausible. It is hard 

to be more de"nite than this, but further study in related languages and 

related processes within C’Lela might lend more certainty for one or the other 

of these possibilities.

4.2 The Grammaticisation Process: A Reconstruction

Assuming the lexical source was t%! ‘go’, the (diachronic), the 

grammaticisation process might have worked as in the following example:

60 *Dauda t%! u soma > Dauda t-ú soma
Dauda go he run > Dauda FUT-he run
‘Dauda is going, he is running’ = ‘Dauda will run’

The juxtaposition of the verb t%! with high tone immediately before the u  

subject pronoun of the second clause leads to the vowel of the "rst verb being 

elided, but the high tone retained as a !oating high tone. Where pronouns 

alone are used, however, it appears that the "rst pronoun has simply been 

deleted:

61 *U t% u soma > Ø t-ú soma
He go he run > FUT-he run
‘He is going, he is running’ = ‘He will run’
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4.3 The Role of ello

In the habitual form, we see not just the t- pre"x, but a copula verb ello. 

While a full examination of the copulas of C’Lela would be a fruitful separate 

study, while considering the diachronic development of the future and 

habitual in!ections we must justify ello being termed a copula and seek to 

explain why it should be used in this way.

In several settings such as example 24 (repeated below), the verb ello is used 

with a nominalised verb to give a continuous sense:

24 u el 'n hong-m-"n meró.
he COP in feel-CM-of hunger
‘He was feeling hungry.’
(deceit18)

Therefore it may be best termed a continuous or imperfective copula or a verb 

of ongoing activity. In contrast, the copula i appears to be used for assigning 

identity. 

It is not very surprising then, that the habitual forms use the ongoing activity 

verb ello in the construction together with the t- pre"x. Neither of the copulas 

appears to in!ect for time/tense, so it seems that ello is responsible solely for 

aspectual grounding. Temporal grounding must be supplied by logical 

implication or by an adverbial phrase before or after the ello clause.
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4.4 Current and Possible Future Grammaticisation Processes

If the future and habitual in!ections have been derived in this way from 

juxtaposed verb phrases, so as to become now a pre"x, it seems that a logical 

subsequent development would be for the pre"x to become stereotyped into a 

new set of pronouns, which may be the origin of the possessive pronouns. This 

would be another example of a common tendancy of languages to develop 

from isolating, to in!ectional, to fusional forms. The grammaticisation process 

described here illustrates the "rst transition from isolating to in!ectional. 

We merely speculate any development to a fusional form; currently it seems 

straightfoward and simplest to analyse t'm etc as t´-"m. However, the "rst 

signs of this later development may be seen in the way that the t- pre"x form 

for third person inanimate subjects is tú, tá etc, rather than being formed from 

a combination of t- with the appropriate class-marker pronoun:

62 tú somá
“It will run”

63 k'ce tú somá
“A tree will run”

Were t- simply a pre"x to the subject pronoun then we might expect the 

following (ungrammatical) forms:

64 *tí somá
“It will run”

65 *k’ce k'n somá
“A tree will run”
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4.5 Purpose of Studying This Grammaticisation

While this is a somewhat speculative area, the study of this grammaticisation 

may help our understanding of other processes in C’Lela — whether complete 

or still in process. Understanding the processes of grammaticisation in C’Lela 

and related languages may help us better identify historical links between 

these languages, since grammaticisation processes may obscure connections. 

Similarly such study may help us better understand the synchronic grammar 

of C’Lela and related languages and appreciate how parallel diachronic 

processes may have produced the morphology currently exhibited.



CHAPTER 5: RESIDUE AND FURTHER STUDY

Since we focussed on the t- pre"x, we only dealt cursorily with the á- pre"x 

which deserves more study as to its behaviour and interaction with other 

verbal in!ections.

In one text (Farmer) the "rst person singular pronoun with future marking 

appeared in two out of six cases not as t'm but as má. In no other texts did 

such a pronoun occur. It is notable that the tone was high again, following the 

future pre"x marking. It might be worth studying whether this is dialectal or 

free variation, or if other processes might be at work.

Further study might fruitfully examine more texts to assess whether the 

semantic range of the t- in!ections is wider than illustrated here. Elicitation 

can help in understanding existing examples, but a proper study of the 

semantic range of constructions really requires examples to be found in 

natural texts. In particular, a wider range of texts might provide more 

examples of combinations of the t- pre"xes with other in!ectional and 

derivational verb morphology.

There was no scope in this paper to examine in any depth the role of the 

copula ello particularly as it is used as an auxiliary or in conjunction with 
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other verbal morphology. Examining the behaviour of the copular verbs in a 

variety of constructions might help inform further study of grammaticisation 

in C’Lela.  

Similarly it might be fruitful to explore further some of the possible 

interactions between the t- pre"x infections and other in!ections to 

understand better the relationship between the á- ’when’ pre"x and negative 

versions of the t- pre"x in!ection. These are surprisingly similar, and this 

seems unlikely to be by chance or accident.

Finally, comparative study of similar features in related languages in the 

Western Kainji language family might prove fruitful in several ways: 

understanding whether these languages exhibit parallel forms for 

future/habitual senses, assessing the uses of these pre"x in!ections, and 

deducing whether related languages show any evidence of a common 

grammaticisation source for these in!ections. The grammaticisation processes 

that resulted in the t- pre"x in!ections in C'Lela may possibly have occurred 

before some of the languages diverged. In this case very similar results might 

be observed, or we may "nd evidence that a similar grammaticisation process 

continued in slightly di#erent ways in neighbouring and related languages.



CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS

While much C'Lela verbal in!ection involves su$xes on the verb, two involve 

preverbal material (though not exactly pre"xes on the verb). We analysed the 

forms, morpho-syntactic function, semantic range and grammaticisation 

source of one in!ection.

6.1 Forms

We established that in both cases the preverbal in!ection consists of an a$x 

(or possibly pro-clitic, in the case of 'á-') applied to the subject pronoun, in 

each case forcing a high tone on the a$xed subject pronoun in place of the 

usual low tone. Normally the a$x is a pre"x, but for consonant-initial subject 

pronouns, this switched to a phonetically-related su$x. We focussed our study 

on one in!ection, the t- pre"x. Unlike the other pre"x form á- (temporal 

relative clauses) it always requires a relevant pronoun to be supplied. Where 

this pronoun is consonant-initial, a -n su$x is used instead.

6.2 Tense, Aspect and Modality Grounding Supplied

The t- pre"x is used in two ways: one alone and one involving the copula. The 

solitary t- pre"x is most frequently used for future events, but also can be used 

for capability, obligation, questions (about future events), event sequences 
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and past habitual (as a complement to another verb). The copula+t- (el t-) 

pre"x form usually gives a (present/future) habitual aspect, but also can be 

used for past habitual, instructions and continuous past action.

Apart from the fact that past tense habitual aspect may be represented by 

either form these two forms are quite distinct. However, they do share some 

underlying semantic similarity. Future and habitual senses are both 

imperfective in aspect, and for modality indicate speaker expectation. So both 

a#ect the aspectual and modal grounding of the verb phrase to a greater 

extent than tense, though the default expectation is that tense is non-past for 

both in!ections.

While these verbal in!ections overtly supply an imperfective aspect of the 

clause, each construction has a default temporal grounding which may be 

assumed unless an adverbial time phrase is supplied to ground the clause in 

the past, present or future. The simple t- pre"x in!ection defaults to a future 

time and the copula+t- pre"x in!ection defaults to general present (including 

at least near past and future). In elicitation of individual sentences, adverbial 

time phrases before or after the clause were frequently given to ensure that 

the right temporal setting was understood. Texts often seem to leave temporal 

setting implicit at the clause level, since it can be understood from the context 

of normal narrative !ow.
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6.3 Implications for Textual Analysis

How should we gloss the t- pre"x? Since the semantic forces of the t- pre"x 

and the copula+t- in!ections is quite di#erent, we might legitimately gloss 

the morphemes di#erently in each case, perhaps as FUT- and COP HAB- 

respectively. However, it seems that diachronically there was likely a close 

relationship between the forms, and even synchronically there is some 

resemblance in imperfective aspect. So it may be most helpful to gloss the t- 

pre"x (and its allomorph -n) as IMPF (imperfective) wherever it occurs. While 

perhaps being less communicative than an overt ‘future’ gloss, this avoids 

prejudicing the interpretation of the in!ection. An adverbial phrase may be 

more responsible for the temporal grounding of the predicate than the 

in!ection.

6.4 Grammaticisation Conclusions

The t- pre"x most likely developed from a juxtaposed verb phrase using the 

verb t% ‘go’ (which may have a long or short vowel) or táa ‘"nish’ just before 

the main predicate describing the activity. Just as word-"nal vowels often 

elide in C’Lela, we hypothesise that the "nal vowel of the verb t% has 

disappeared while its high tone has been retained as it combines with the 

subject pronoun of the next (main) clause. Rather than having two pronouns 

then, the "rst pronoun disappeared. In summary, this process is:

Pro1 t% Pro2 V > t´-Pro2 V
(Where Pro1 and Pro2 are co-referential.)
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We speculate that this grammaticisation process may continue so that a new 

set of person-aspect pronouns (as in Hausa) may result, just as it seems the 

possessive pronouns may have arisen from a grammaticisation process. 

However, apart from inanimate third person pronouns becoming slightly 

stereotyped (losing their class marking) there is no evidence of this occurring 

yet.

6.5 Practical Application of Such Study

We might ask what practical use such analysis is to native speakers. Searching 

through lists of unedited example sentences written for the 2001 dictionary, a 

signi"cant degree of inconsistency was observed in the spelling of the various 

verbal forms. Consistent spelling often aids literacy and communication, but 

depends on a sound analysis of the grammar. So in the unedited sentences the 

u el tú--- forms were sometimes written as u elt u---, sometimes as u eltu ---. 

To a non-native speaker, particularly as tone is not normally marked in the 

standard orthography, this introduces so many ambiguities as to make reading 

and comprehension quite di$cult. It will be easier for a native speaker to 

understand, but spelling inconsistencies still add unnecessary complexity to 

literacy.

A further use is in checking translations where verb grounding in a source 

language such as Greek, Hebrew or English must be conveyed in some way by 

a C’Lela equivalent. If we are aware of the semantic range of the 

future/habitual constructions in C’Lela this will help us better assess how 
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appropriate they may be for translating particular senses implied by the 

Greek/Hebrew verbal forms and anticipate possible misunderstandings from 

ambiguities in a particular C’Lela rendering. 
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APPENDICES: TEXTS AND TOOLS

The following pages list some of the texts used for analysis. The analysis 

required some custom concordance, format conversion, searching, sorting and 

interlinear tools located online at www.rowbory.co.uk/software/anna/conc.php 

and other pages linked from that page. 
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